DATA SHEET

Foxit Studio Photo
Foxit Studio Photo is a photo editing software that makes image editing easier and faster for users
regardless of their skill level. The software optimizes photo editing efficiency with a clean yet familiar
interface that allows users to make the edits they desire, without the headache of digging to find the
tools they need. Foxit Studio Photo comprises of all the main tools that users generally use Adobe
Photoshop for, making it the perfect photo editing software alternative for a fraction of the cost.

All the Tools Necessary Features
Foxit Studio Photo has a lower learning curve, allowing even beginners the ability to make professional level edits with the
basic tools their need. Key features include:

Edit easily with a clean workspace and simple to navigate interface.
Use automatic window sorting functions to stay organized.

Edit All in One

Use the left side toolbar that has all the main photo editing tools.

Automatic Photo Adjustments
and Enhancements

Apply specialty filters over your photos.
Automated exposure, color, and sharpening features.
Adjust color and contrast automatically with one click.
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Crop and resize photos.
Clone stamp, burn, dodge, and much more
Magic wand and magnetic lasso for selecting and cutting desired objects in
photos

Tool bar

Tone curve
Brushes, Paint Bucket, Eye dropper
Color swatches
Foxit Studio Photo also allows users to create graphic images for digital
advertisements like banner ads and flyers.

Digital compositions and
advertisements

Add and edit text.
Create clipping masks.
Keep photo edits on separate layers to increase workflow productivity and
prevent photo editing mistakes.

Organize with Layers

Create multiple layers and folders for your edits and digital assets.
Batch and organize photo edits by uploading and applying the same edits to
large amounts of photos automatically.

Batch Images

Import and Export PSD files.
Import RAW photos.

Importing and Exporting

Export photos in JPEG, PNG, PSD, TIF/TIFF, GIF, and EPS.

System requirements
Computer: Pentium 4 or higher recommended
Operating System: Windows Vista/7/8/10 32-bit/64-bit
Memory: 2GB or higher recommended
Hard disk: 1GB or higher recommended
Monitor Resolution: 1280×1024 True Color
Graphic Card: Geforce FX 5600/Radeon X300
ODD: CD or DVD-ROM
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